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REMARKS ON SOME SIMPLE C˚-ALGEBRAS ADMITTING
A UNIQUE LOWER SEMICONTINUOUS 2-QUASITRACE
JACOPO BASSI
Abstract. Using the different descriptions of the Cuntz semigroup, we derive some
properties of simple, σ-unital C˚-algebras with almost unperforated Cuntz semigroup,
a unique lower semicontinuous 2-quasitrace and for which the stabilization has almost
stable rank 1.
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1. Introduction
The Cuntz semigroup was introduced by Cuntz in [5] in order to study the existence
of quasitraces on certain C˚-algebras. Since then it has received attention in view of
the couterexamples to the classification program of C˚-algebras by means of their Elliott
invariant constructed by Toms in [18], where it is proved the existence of simple, uni-
tal, nuclear, non-elementary C˚-algebras sharing the same Elliott invariant, but whose
Cuntz semigroups differ. Despite the existence of many non-isomorphic nuclear, simple
C˚-algebras with the same Cuntz semigroup, in [12] it was proved that the Cuntz semi-
group classifies certain inductive limits of 1-dimensional NCCW complexes.
In [4] it is shown that the Cuntz semigroup of a C˚-algebra can be equivalently described
in terms of certain classes of Hilbert modules and in [10] another characterization in terms
of classes of open projections in the double dual of the C˚-algebra is given. In both these
papers it is observed that under the assumption of almost stable rank 1, Cuntz compar-
ison can be reduced to a simpler relation. Also, as shown in [6] and [17], in some cases,
the Cuntz semigroup of a C˚-algebra can be reconstructed from the lower semicontinuous
functions on the cone of lower semicontinuous (2-quasi)traces on the C˚-algebra and the
Murray-von Neumann semigroup.
These notes represent more or less an application of the just mentioned results to the
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easiest case, given by simple σ-unital C˚-algebras with almost unperforated Cuntz semi-
group, admitting a unique lower semicontinuous 2-quasitrace and whose stabilization has
almost stable rank 1. In particular we see that for C˚-algebras belonging to this class
the Pedersen ideal coincide with the ideal associated to the unique lower semicontinuous
2-quasitrace and a dichotomy between algebraic simplicity and stability holds in this case,
reflecting a property of simple σ-unital purely infinite C˚-algebras ([19]).
The results contained in this paper appear in the author’s PhD thesis.
1.1. Notation. If A is a C˚-algebra, we denote by A˜ its minimal unitization; if A is
unital, we denote by GLpAq the group of invertible elements in A. The C˚-algebra of
compact operators on a separable Hilbert space is denoted by K.
If A is a C˚-algebra and x is a positive element in A, we denote by Ex “ xA the corre-
sponding right ideal, viewed as a Hilbert module. If x is strictly positive for A, we identify
Ex with A.
2. Preliminaries on the Cuntz semigroup
As is common use, if A is a C˚-algebra and a, b are two positive elements in A, we say
that a is Cuntz subequivalent to b (a À b) if there is a sequence txnu of elements in A such
that a “ limxnbxn˚ and that a is Cuntz equivalent to b (a „ b) if a À b and b À a. If A is a
C˚-algebra, its Cuntz semigroup pCupAq,‘,ďq “ CupAq is the partially ordered abelian
semigroup whose elements are Cuntz classes of positive elements in A b K, where the
semigroup structure is obtained by composing any ˚-isomorphism M2pKq b A Ñ K b A
with the orthogonal sum KbAˆKbAÑM2pKqbA (associativity and commutativity are
guaranteed by the fact that every automorphism of the compacts is inner). For a detailed
exposition concerning (abstract) Cuntz semigroups we refere to [16]. In this section we
recall some definitions and facts about Cuntz comparison.
Following [1] 2.1.1, if A is a C˚-algebra and ras and rbs belong to CupAq, we say that ras
is compactly contained in rbs (ras ! rbs) if for every sequence trbnsu Ă CupAq such that
rbs ď supnrbns, there is a k P N such that ras ď rbks.
Definition 2.1 ([1] Definition 5.3.1, Sections 2.1.1, 5.2.2). Let A be a C˚-algebra and
CupAq its Cuntz semigroup. An element ras P CupAq is said to be soft if for every
ra1s P CupAq such that ra1s ! ras there exists n P N such that pn` 1qra1s ď nras.
An element ras P CupAq is said to be compact if ras ! ras.
An element ras P CupAq is said to be finite if whenever there exists rbs P CupAq such that
ras ` rbs “ ras then rbs “ 0. Otherwise it is called infinite.
Stable finiteness for unital simple C˚-algebras can be equivalently characterized by the
existence of a nontrivial 2-quasitrace. The algebraic counterpart of this concept at the
level of the Cuntz semigroup is the following
Definition 2.2 ([1] Section 5.2.2). Let A be a C˚-algebra and CupAq its Cuntz semigroup.
We say that CupAq is stably finite if, whenever there are elements ras, ra1s in CupAq such
that ras ! ra1s, then ras is finite.
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The next Lemma, concerning the nature of soft elements in stably finite Cuntz semi-
groups, should be compared with Lemma 5.3.8 of [1], where a similar statement is proved
in the category of algebraic Cuntz semigroups.
Lemma 2.1 (see [1] Lemma 5.3.8). Let A be a simple C˚-algebra such that CupAq is
stably finite. Then an element ras P CupAq is soft if and only if 0 is not an isolated point
of the spectrum of any representative of ras in AbK.
Proof. Let ras be a soft element in CupAq. Pick ra1s P CupAq such that ra1s ! ras. In
particular there is  ą 0 such that for every representative a1 of ra1s we have a1 À pa´ q`;
using functional calculus we can construct a nonzero element x P pA b Kq` such that
a1 ‘ x À a, namely x “ fpaq with
(1) fptq “
$’&’%
p3{qt for 0 ď t ď {3
2´ p3{qt for {3 ă t ď p2{3q
0 for p2{3q ď t
.
By definition of stable finiteness ra1s is finite. Suppose that rxs “ 0, then ras ! ras and
by the assumption that ras is soft, there exists n P N such that pn ` 1qras ď nras; but
since ras is finite, this entails nras “ 0 and then ras “ 0.
Suppose now that a is a representative of ras and that 0 is not an isolated point in the
spectrum of a. Let ra1s ! ras; then there is an element rxs ‰ 0 such that ra1s ` rxs ď ras.
Since A is simple, ras ď supn nrxs. But since ra1s ! ras, it follows that there is a k P N
such that ra1s ď krxs and
(2) pk ` 1qra1s “ kra1s ` ra1s ď kra1s ` krxs ď kras
and ras is soft. l
Conversely, if A is a C˚-algebra and its Cuntz semigroup is stably finite, then the
spectrum of every representative of a compact element in CupAq contains 0 as an isolated
point. In particular, every compact element in CupAq is the class of a projection. A unital
C˚-algebra is stably finite if and only if its Cuntz semigroup is stably finite by Proposition
6.22 of [16]; hence in this case the thesis of Lemma 2.2 is already proved in Theorem 3.5
of [3]. The following result also has to be compared with [6] Proposition 6.4 (iv), in which
it is proved, using similar techniques, that any compact element in the Cuntz semigroup
of a simple C˚-algebras is either infinite or the class of a finite projection.
Lemma 2.2. Let A be a C˚-algebra such that CupAq is stably finite. If ras P CupAq
is compact, then 0 is an isolated point in the spectrum of every representative of ras in
AbK. In this case there is a projection p P AbK such that ras “ rps.
Proof. Let  ą 0 be such that ras “ rpa ´ q`s and suppose that in the spectrum of a
representative a for ras, 0 is not an isolated point. Then we can find a function f defined
on the spectrum of a whose support is contained in p0, q and such that fpaq ‰ 0. Since
fpaq is orthogonal to pa´ q` we have rpa´ q`s ` rfpaqs ď ras, but ras “ rpa´ q`s and
so ras “ rpa´ q`s ` rfpaqs is an infinite element. This is a contradiction since CupAq is
assumed to be stably finite. Thus fpaq “ 0 and 0 is an isolated point of the spectrum of
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a and using functional calculus we can find a projection p P AbK such that a „ p. l
As a consequence, we obtain the following already known result
Proposition 2.3 ([1] Proposition 5.3.16). Let A be a simple C˚-algebra such that CupAq
is stably finite. Then every element ras P CupAq is either soft or compact.
A functional on the Cuntz semigroup of a C˚-algebra A is a map CupAq Ñ r0,8s
that preserves the 0 element, sum, partial order, compact containment and suprema of
increasing sequences (note that suprema always exist in Cuntz semigroups by [16] Theorem
2.60). We denote the set of functionals on CupAq by F pCupAqq (see [16] Definition 6.12).
Following the notation of [1] page 51, if λ is a functional on CupAq, we say that λ is trivial
if it only takes values 0 and 8 and is nontrivial otherwise.
Stable finiteness of the Cuntz semigroup of a C˚-algebra has a characterization in terms
of functionals in the simple case.
Proposition 2.4 ([1] Proposition 5.2.10). Let A be a simple C˚-algebra. Then CupAq is
stably finite if and only if there exists a nontrivial functional in F pCupAqq.
In analogy with the case of functionals on a Cuntz semigrop, if A is a C˚-algebra and τ a
lower semicontinuous 2-quasitrace on A, we say that τ is trivial if it only takes the values 0
and 8; otherwise τ is said to be nontrivial. Denote by τ0 the trivial lower semicontinuous
2-quasitrace on A defined by
(3) τ0paq “ 0 for every a P A`
and by τ8 the one defined by
(4) τ8paq “
#
0 for a “ 0
8 for a P A`zt0u. .
In the same way we define the functionals on CupAq
(5) λ0prasq “ 0 for all ras P CupAq
and
(6) λ8prasq “
#
0 for ras “ 0
8 for ras P CupAqzt0u .
Lemma 2.5. Let A be a simple C˚-algebra. Then the only possible trivial lower semi-
continuous 2-quasitraces on A are τ0 and τ8 and the only possible trivial functionals on
CupAq are λ0 and λ8.
Furthermore, A admits a unique nontrivial lower semicontinuous 2-quasitrace (up to a
scalar) if and only if CupAq admits a unique nontrivial functional (up to a scalar).
Proof. Let λ be a trivial functional on CupAq. We observe that the set
(7) Nλ – ta P AbK : λpr|a|sq “ 0u
is an algebraic ideal. Indeed, by the proof of [9] Lemma 3.12, if a and b are elements in
A bK, then |a| À |ab|, |b| À |ba| and |a ` b| À |a| ‘ |b|; furthermore, |αa| „ |a| for every
α P Cˆ and so Nλ is an algebraic ideal. By simplicity it is either the set t0u or is dense
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in AbK.
If Nλ “ t0u, then λ “ λ8; hence suppose Nλ ‰ 0. Let ras be an element of CupAq
and note that λprasq “ supą0 λprpa ´ q`sq by [16] Lemma 6.10. Since Nλ is dense,
PedpAbKq Ă Nλ and so λprpa´ q`sq “ 0 for every  ą 0. Thus λprasq “ 0 and λ “ λ0.
Using the bijective correspondence between functionals on the Cuntz semigroup and lower
semicontinuous 2-quasitraces on the corresponding C˚-algebra ([16] Theorem 6.17), the
2-quasitrace associated to a functional λ is τλpaq “
ş8
0
λprpa´ tq`sq for a P A`. Hence the
functional λ0 corresponds to the lower semicontinuous 2-quasitrace τ0 and λ8 corresponds
to τ8.
Since the functional on CupAq associated to a lower semicontinuous 2-quasitrace τ is given
by dτ prasq “ supn τpfnpaqq, where fn : R` Ñ R` is defined for every n poisitive natural
number by
(8) fnptq “
$’&’%
0 for 0 ď t ď 1{n
2nx´ 1 for 1{2n ď t ď 1{n
1 for 1{n ď t
,
the functional associated to rτ , r P R` is rdτ and so, in virtue of the bijection between
lower semicontinuous 2-quasitraces on A and functionals on CupAq, A admits a unique
nontrivial lower semicontinuous 2-quasitrace if and only if CupAq admits a unique non-
trivial functional, up to scalars. l
Another property of the Cuntz semigroup of a C˚-algebra which turns out to be im-
portant, in particular for its connection with the Toms-Winter conjecture, is the so called
almost unperforation:
Definition 2.3 ([15] Definition 3.1). A partially ordered semigroup pS,`,ďq is said to
be almost unperforated if whenever there are elements s, t in S and n P N such that
pn` 1qs ď nt, then s ď t.
Theorem 2.6 ([1] Theorem 5.3.12). Let A be a C˚-algebra such that CupAq is almost
unperforated. If ras and rbs are elements in CupAq such that ras is soft and λprasq ď λprbsq
for every functional λ P F pCupAqq, then ras ď rbs.
As already mentioned in the Introduction, C˚-algebras with almost stable rank 1 have
received a particular attention in [4] and [10], since for these C˚-algebras, Cuntz sube-
quivalence can be described in terms of other relations. This fact will be an important
ingredient in the following section. We recall this concept.
Definition 2.4 ([13] Definition 3.1). Let A be a C˚-algebra. We say that A has almost
stable rank 1 if for every hereditary C˚-subalgebra B Ă A, we have B Ă GLpB˜q.
3. Comparison for certain C˚-algebras
If A is a C˚-algebra, we denote by PedpAq its Pedersen ideal, i.e. the dense ideal
that is contained in every other dense ideal and refer to [11] 5.6 for its construction and
properties. We will give two descriptions of the Pedersen ideal for C˚-algebras belonging
to a certain class and use these for the proof of Theorem 3.5.
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The first characterization of the Pedersen ideal is in terms of compact containment for a
certain class of C˚-algebras. A more general result, that appears as a Remark on page
4 of [17], was suggested to hold by Elliott without the assumption that the stabilization
of the C˚-algebra has almost stable rank 1. Fruitful discussions with the colleague and
friend André Schemaitat lead to the following weaker version:
Proposition 3.1. Let A be a C˚-algebra such that AbK has almost stable rank 1. Then
(9) PedpAq “ ta P A : Db PM8pAq` such that r|a|s ! rbsu.
Proof. Let a be an element of A and write a “ u|a| for its polar decomposition. If |a|
belongs to PedpAq, then by [11] Proposition 5.6.2 |a|α belongs to PedpAq for every α ą 0;
note now that u|a|1´α belongs to A for every 0 ă α ă 1 (cfr. [16] Lemma 2.12) and so
u|a| “ u|a|1´α|a|α belongs to PedpAq. Thus we are left to prove that the set
(10) J` – ta P A` : Db PM8pAq` such that ras ! rbss
is contained in PedpAq and that
(11) J – ta P A : Db PM8pAq` such that r|a|s ! rbsu
is an ideal and that it is dense.
Let a be a positive element in A and suppose there is n P N and a positive element b in
MnpAq such that ras ! rbs. Then there is  ą 0 such that a À pb ´ q` in MnpAq. Since
AbK has almost stable rank 1, by the proof of [4] Theorem 3 and by Proposition 4.6 of
[10], there is an element y in MnpAq such that herpaq “ herpyy˚q, y˚y P herppb ´ q`q; in
particular by [11] Proposition 5.6.2 y˚y belongs to PedpMnpAqq and the same is true for
yy˚.
Now we want to show that for any n P N, PedpMnpAqq “ PedpAqbalgMn. First of all no-
tice that PedpAqbalgMn is a dense ideal inMnpAq and so PedpMnpAqq Ă PedpAqbalgMn.
Secondly, if x “ pxi,jq is an element in MnpAq such that xi,j belongs to PedpAq for every
1 ď i, j ď n, we can write each xi,j as a finite linear combination of positive elements ypkqi,j ,
for each of which there are a natural numbermpkqi,j and elements z
pk,lq
i,j , z˜
pk,lq
i,j such that y
pkq
i,j ďřmpkqi,j
l“1 z
pk,lq
i,j and z
pk,lq
i,j z˜
pk,lq
i,j “ zpk,lqi,j . Denoting by ei,j the matrix units for Mn, it follows that
the same is true if we replace the elements xi,j, y
pkq
i,j , z
pk,lq
i,j and z˜
pk,lq
i,j with xi,jbei,j, ypkqi,j bei,j,
z
pk,lq
i,j b ei,j and z˜pk,lqi,j b ei,j respectively. It follows that for every 1 ď i, j ď n xi,j b ei,j
belongs to PedpMnpAqq and so x P PedpMnpAqq. Thus PedpMnpAqq “ MnpPedpAqq. In
particular AX PedpMnpAqq “ AX pMnpPedpAqq “ PedpAq.
Thus herpyy˚q “ herpaq belongs to AXMnpPedpAqq “ PedpAq and so a belongs to PedpAq.
The proof that J is an ideal goes as in Lemma 2.5 and so we omit it.
Since every element in A is a linear combination of positive elements and J is a linear
space, we just have to prove that J` is dense in A`. Let a P A`, then }a´ pa´ q`} ă 
and rpa´ q`s ! ras.
Hence J is a dense two-sided ideal and has to be equal to PedpAq. l
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Corollary 3.2. Let A be a σ-unital stable C˚-algebra with almost stable rank 1 and let h
be a strictly positive element for A. Then
PedpAq “ ta P A : Db P A` such that r|a|s ! rbsu
“ ta P A : r|a|s ! rhsu.(12)
Proof. Since A is stable, by [14] Lemma 2.6, it is large in A b K in the sense of [14]
Definition 2.4. Suppose there are a P A, b P MnpAq` such that r|a|s ! rbs, then there is
 ą 0 such that r|a|s ď rpb ´ q`s ! rpb ´ {2q`s; by largeness, there is a{2 P A` such
that rpb´{2q`s “ ra{2s and thus r|a|s ! ra{2s. The result follows from Proposition 3.1. l
Proposition 3.3. Let A be a simple C˚-algebra with almost unperforated Cuntz semigroup
such that AbK has almost stable rank 1 and assume that A admits a unique lower semi-
continuous nontrivial 2-quasitrace τ (up to scalar multiples). Let dτ be the corresponding
functional on CupAq. Then
(13) PedpAq “ ta P A : dτ pr|a|sq ă 8u.
Proof. Let τ be the unique nontrivial 2-quasitrace on A, up to scalars. By Lemma 2.5 dτ
is a nontrivial functional on CupAq and is the unique such functional, up to scalars.
We want to prove that
(14) J 1 :“ ta P A : dτ pr|a|sq ă 8u “ PedpAq.
First of all notice that J 1 is an ideal (the proof goes as in Proposition 3.1 and Lemma
2.5 using the fact that dτ is a functional on CupAq) and it is obviously dense since A is
simple.
Secondly, note that by Proposition 2.4 CupAq is stably finite and hence by Proposition
2.3 every element in CupAq is either compact or soft.
Let a P A be such that 0 ‰ dτ pr|a|sq ă 8; if r|a|s is compact, then a belongs to PedpAq
by Proposition 3.1, thus we can suppose that r|a|s is soft.
Since 0 ă dτ pr|a|sq ă 8 and dτ pr|a|sq “ supn dτ prp|a| ´ 1{nq`sq, there exists m P N
such that 0 ă dτ prp|a| ´ 1{mq`sq ă 8 and so there is a k P N such that kdτ prp|a| ´
1{mq`sq ě dτ pr|a|sq. Using comparison for soft elements (Theorem 2.6) and the fact that
the only possible functionals on CupAq are λ0, λ8 and dτ by Lemma 2.5, we see that
r|a|s ď rp|a| ´ 1{mq` b 1ks ! rp|a| ´ 1{2mq` b 1ks and so a belongs to PedpAq by Propo-
sition 3.1. The proof is complete. l
Proposition 3.4. Let A be a C˚-algebra with almost unperforated Cuntz semigroup such
that AbK has almost stable rank 1 and suppose that A admits a unique lower semicon-
tinuous 2-quasitrace (up to scalar multiples). Then
(15) PedpAq “ ta P A | r|a|s is finite u.
Proof. Let a be a positive element in A. We distinguish different cases.
If r|a|s is compact, then a belongs to PedpAq by Proposition 3.1 and since CupAq is stably
finite, r|a|s is finite.
Suppose that r|a|s is soft. If dτ pr|a|sq ă 8, then by Proposition 3.3 h belongs to PedpAq
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and so by Proposition 3.1 there are n P N, b P MnpAq` such that r|a|s ! rbs; by stable
finiteness r|a|s is finite.
If dτ pr|a|sq “ 8, it follows from Proposition 3.3 that a does not belong to PedpAq and
from Theorem 2.6 that |a| „ |a| ‘ |a| and so r|a|s is properly infinite. l
In [4] a notion of Cuntz subequivalence and compact containment for countably gener-
ated Hilbert modules of a C˚-algebra is defined and is proved that the induced partially
ordered semigroup coincides with the Cuntz semigroup, in the sense that the two con-
structions are naturally equivalent ([4] Section 6). Given two countable generated Hilbert
modules X and Y over a C˚-algebra, we write X À Y if X is Cuntz subequivalent to Y
and X Ť Y if X is compactly contained in Y and refer to [4] Section 1 for the definitions.
Theorem 3.5. Let A be a σ-unital stable simple C˚-algebra with almost unperforated
Cuntz semigroup, with almost stable rank 1 and admitting a unique lower semicontinuous
nontrivial 2-quasitrace τ . Let x be a positive element in A, then we have
(16) rxs is infinite ô herpxq is stable ô Ex » A
and
(17) rxs is finite ô herpxq is algebraically simple ô Ex Ť A.
Furthermore, if y is a positive element in A such that rxs ă rys, then rxs ! rys and this
happens if and only if there exist elements z P A and e self adjoint in herpyq such that
herpxq “ herpz˚zq, herpzz˚q Ă herpyq, ea “ a for every a P herpzz˚q. This condition is
also equivalent to the existence of a Hilbert module E over A such that Ex » E Ť Ey.
Proof. If A is simple, the Cuntz class of a positive element x P A is infinite if and only
if it is properly infinite, in the sense that rxs ` rxs ď rxs, indeed, if there is a positive
element y P A such that rxs ` rys ď rxs, then rxs ` rxs ď supnprxs ` nrysq ď rxs, where
simplicity is used to guarantee that rxs ď supn nrys.
Now, if rxs is properly infinite, then it defines the same Cuntz class of any strictly posi-
tive element for A; by [4] Theorem 3 and [10] Proposition 4.3 it follows that, since A has
almost stable rank 1, herpxq » A and Ex » A as countably generated Hilbert modules.
Conversely, the Cuntz class of a strictly positive element in a stable C˚-algebra is prop-
erly infinite, as well as the generator of a Hilbert module that is isomorphic to A and so
the characterization of infinite elements in the Cuntz semigroup in terms of hereditary
subalgebras and Hilbert modules is complete.
By Proposition 3.4 rxs is finite if and only if x belongs to PedpAq and in this case herpxq
is algebraically simple by [11] Proposition 5.6.2. Note now that if herpxq is algebraically
simple and x does not belong to PedpAq, then by Proposition 3.3 dτ prxsq “ 8, then it
follows that herpxq only admits the trivial lower semicontinuous 2-quasitrace τ8, contra-
dicting the hypothesis. Hence, under our assumptions, herpxq is algebraically simple if
and only if rxs is finite.
By Corollary 3.2, x belongs to PedpAq if and only if rxs ! rhs for any strictly positive el-
ement h for A. From the equivalence between compact containment for classes of Hilbert
modules and the way below relation (see [4] Theorem 1) it follows that rxs ! rhs if and
only if Ex Ť A up to isomorphism of Hilbert modules.
Suppose now that there is a positive element y P A such that rxs ă rys. If either rxs
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or rys is compact, then rxs ! rys, hence we can suppose rxs and rys are soft. Note
that dτ prpy ´ q`sq ă dτ prysq for every  ą 0, otherwise rys would be compact by
comparison and so, since dτ prysq “ supą0 dτ prpy ´ q`sq, there exists η ą 0 such that
dτ prxsq ď dτ prpy ´ ηq`sq, entailing rxs ! rys. From the equivalence between compact
containment in the concrete and in the abstract sense proved in [4] Theorem 1, this is the
same as the existence of a Hilbert module E such that Ex À E Ť Ey. Thus, in the case
A has almost stable rank 1, it follows from Theorem 3 of [4] that there exists a Hilbert
module E 1 such that Ex » E 1 Ă E Ť Ey, hence in particular Ex » E 1 Ť Ey. Denote by
Φ : Ex Ñ E 1 an isomorphism of Hilbert modules; since A is σ-unital, x belongs to Ex and
E 1 “ ΦpxqA, with Φpxq P A since E 1 Ă Ey; it follows then from Proposition 4.3 of [10]
that there is an element z P A such that herpxq “ herpz˚zq and herpΦpxqq “ herpzz˚q. If
now e P KpEyq “ herpyq is a self adjoint element such that e|EΦpxq “ id|EΦpxq , it follows
that ea “ a for every a P herpΦpxqq. Suppose now that there are an element z P A and e
selfadjoint in herpyq such that herpxq “ herpz˚zq, herpzz˚q Ă herpyq and ea “ a for every
a P herpzz˚q. Then again by Proposition 4.3 of [10] it follows that Ex » Ezz˚ and since
zz˚ belongs to herpzz˚q, it follows that ezz˚ “ zz˚, which implies e|Ezz˚ “ id|Ezz˚ and
hence Ex » Ezz˚ Ť Ey. In this case, it follows again by [4] Theorem 1 that rxs ! rys. l
Remark 1. There are examples of non-algebraically simple, non-stable simple σ-unital
C˚-algebras with stable rank 1 whose Cuntz semigroup is almost unperforated and stably
finite. They were constructed by Blackadar in [2]; namely, in Corollary 4.5 it is proved
that for any simple unital AF -algebra A and any Fσ subset of its space of bounded traces,
it is possible to find an hereditary AF -subalgebra B of AbK containing A such that the
bounded traces on B are exactly the extensions coming from the Fσ set chosen. It is clear
that this construction does not work if A has just one trace.
Example 3.1. This example is probably well known. The C˚-algebra K of compact
operators on a separable Hilbert space has stable rank 1 and a unique nontrivial trace,
up to scalars. Its Cuntz semigroup is CupKq “ N¯, which is almost unperforated. By
Theorem 3.5 any hereditary C˚-subalgebra of K is either algebraically simple (actually
unital) or isomorphic to K.
Example 3.2. The Jiang-Su algebra Z (see [8]) has stable rank 1, a unique trace and
almost unperforated Cuntz semigroup equal to CupZq “ N \ p0,8s. The hereditary
C˚-subalgebras of Z bK generated by compact elements (corresponding to N Ă CupAq)
are unital; the ones corresponding to elements in p0,8q are nonunital and algebraically
simple.
Example 3.3. The C˚-algebra W introduced by Jacelon in [7] has stable rank 1, a
unique trace and its Cuntz semigroup is CupWq “ r0,8s, which is almost unperforated
(one could also just notice that W is Z-stable). Thus any σ-unital C˚-algebra that is
Morita-equivalent to W is either algebraically simple (in correspondence of elements in
p0,8q Ă CupWq) or stable.
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4. Final remarks
For the class of C˚-algebras that we considered here the Pedersen ideal has a character-
ization in terms of Cuntz comparison. Wether this property extends to other situations
will be the topic of a future work.
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